
Appendix 2: The Alchemists’ Delight 

Yellow gold 
AGOT, Dany I: "Regal," Magister Illyrio said, stepping through an archway. He moved with 
surprising delicacy for such a massive man. Beneath loose garments of flame-colored silk, rolls 
of fat jiggled as he walked. Gemstones glittered on every finger, and his man had oiled his 
forked yellow beard until it shone like real gold. 
AGOT, Arya I: Nymeria nipped eagerly at her hand as Arya untied her. She had yellow eyes. 
When they caught the sunlight, they gleamed like two golden coins.  
AGOT, Bran IV: Bran's Summer came last. He was silver and smoke, with eyes 
of yellow gold that saw all there was to see. Smaller than Grey Wind, and more wary. Bran 
thought he was the smartest of the litter.  
AGOT, Sansa II: Sansa rode to the Hand's tourney with Septa Mordane and Jeyne Poole, in a 
litter with curtains of yellow silk so fine she could see right through them. They turned the whole 
world gold. Beyond the city walls, a hundred pavilions had been raised beside the river, and the 
common folk came out in the thousands to watch the games. The splendor of it all took Sansa's 
breath away; the shining armor, the great chargers caparisoned in silver and gold, the shouts of 
the crowd, the banners snapping in the wind … and the knights themselves, the knights most of 
all. 
ACOK, Cat III: "My lady," Hal Mollen called. Two riders had emerged from the tidy little camp 

beneath the castle, and were coming toward them at a slow walk. "That will be King Stannis." 

"No doubt." Catelyn watched them come. Stannis it must be, yet that is not the Baratheon 
banner. It was a bright yellow, not the rich gold of Renly's standards, and the device it bore was 
red, though she could not make out its shape. 
ACOK, Cat IV: As the long fingers of dawn fanned across the fields, color was returning to the 
world. Where grey men had sat grey horses armed with shadow spears, the points of ten 
thousand lances now glinted silverly cold, and on the myriad flapping banners Catelyn saw the 
blush of red and pink and orange, the richness of blues and browns, the blaze 
of gold and yellow. All the power of Storm's End and Highgarden, the power that had been 
Renly's an hour ago. They belong to Stannis now, she realized, even if they do not know it 
themselves yet. Where else are they to turn, if not to the last Baratheon? Stannis has won all 
with a single evil stroke. 
ACOK, Dany III: And the Tourmaline Brotherhood pressed on her a crown wrought in the shape 
of a three-headed dragon; the coils were yellow gold, the wings silver, the heads carved from 
jade, ivory, and onyx. 
ACOK, Davos II: The tent had to be large, since it was there his lords bannermen came to 
council. Yet there was nothing grand about it. It was a soldier's tent of heavy canvas, dyed the 
dark yellow that sometimes passed for gold. Only the royal banner that streamed atop the 
center pole marked it as a king's. That, and the guards without; queen's men leaning on tall 
spears, with the badge of the fiery heart sewn over their own. 
ACOK, Cat VII: "The light hurts my eyes. A moment, if you would." Jaime Lannister had been 
allowed no razor since the night he was taken in the Whispering Wood, and a shaggy beard 
covered his face, once so like the queen's. Glinting gold in the lamplight, the whiskers made him 
look like some great yellow beast, magnificent even in chains. His unwashed hair fell to his 
shoulders in ropes and tangles, the clothes were rotting on his body, his face was pale and 
wasted . . . and even so, the power and the beauty of the man were still apparent. 
ACOK, Sansa VIII: Pride of place was given to Mace Tyrell, the Lord of Highgarden, a once-

powerful man gone to fat, yet still handsome. His sons followed him in; Ser Loras and his older 

brother Ser Garlan the Gallant. The three dressed alike, in green velvet trimmed with sable. 

The king descended the throne once more to greet them, a great honor. He fastened about the 
throat of each a chain of roses wrought in soft yellow gold, from which hung a golden disc with 
the lion of Lannister picked out in rubies. "The roses support the lion, as the might of Highgarden 
supports the realm," proclaimed Joffrey.  



ASOS, Jaime I: "The realm knows Jaime Lannister as a beardless knight with long golden hair. 
A bald man with a filthy yellow beard may pass unnoticed. I'd sooner not be recognized while I'm 
in irons." 
ASOS, Jaime I: The dagger was not as sharp as it might have been. Cleos hacked away 
manfully, sawing and ripping his way through the mats and tossing the hair over the side. 
The golden curls floated on the surface of the water, gradually falling astern. As the tangles 
vanished, a louse went crawling down his neck. Jaime caught it and crushed it against his 
thumbnail. Ser Cleos picked others from his scalp and flicked them into the water. Jaime doused 
his head and made Ser Cleos whet the blade before he let him scrape away the last inch 
of yellow stubble. When that was done, they trimmed back his beard as well. 
ASOS, Sansa I: He seemed taller than he'd been when she'd first met him, but still so lithe and 
graceful, and Sansa had never seen another boy with such wonderful eyes. He's no boy, though, 
he's a man grown, a knight of the Kingsguard. She thought he looked even finer in white than in 
the greens and golds of House Tyrell. The only spot of color on him now was the brooch that 
clasped his cloak; the rose of Highgarden wrought in soft yellow gold, nestled in a bed of 
delicate green jade leaves. 
ASOS, Cat III: The blond boy had been trying to grow a beard. Pale yellow peach fuzz covered 
his cheeks and jaw above the red ruin the knife had made of his throat. His long golden hair was 
still wet, as if he had been pulled from a bath. By the look of him, he had died peacefully, 
perhaps in sleep, but his brown-haired cousin had fought for life. His arms bore slashes where 
he'd tried to block the blades, and red still trickled slowly from the stab wounds that covered his 
chest and belly and back like so many tongueless mouths, though the rain had washed him 
almost clean. 
ASOS, Tyrion X: With its visor removed, the prince's helm was effectively no better than a half-
helm, lacking even a nasal. His round steel shield was brightly polished, and showed the sun-
and-spear in red gold, yellow gold, white gold, and copper. 
ASOS, Jon X: The horn was huge, eight feet along the curve and so wide at the mouth that he 
could have put his arm inside up to the elbow. If this came from an aurochs, it was the biggest 
that ever lived. At first he thought the bands around it were bronze, but when he moved closer he 
realized they were gold. Old gold, more brown than yellow, and graven with runes. 
ASOS, Jon X: The wildlings were running, throwing down their weapons, Hornfoot men and cave 
dwellers and Thenns in bronze scales, they were running. Mance was gone, someone was 
waving Harma's head on a pole, Tormund's lines had broken. Only the giants on their mammoths 
were holding, hairy islands in a red steel sea. The fires were leaping from tent to tent and some 
of the tall pines were going up as well. And through the smoke another wedge of armored riders 
came, on barded horses. Floating above them were the largest banners yet, royal standards as 
big as sheets; a yellow one with long pointed tongues that showed a flaming heart, and another 
like a sheet of beaten gold, with a black stag prancing and rippling in the wind. 
AFFC, Prologue: "All speak of dragons, and a beautiful young queen." 

The only dragon Pate cared about was made of yellow gold. He wondered what had happened 
to the alchemist. The third day. He said he'd be here. 
AFFC, Brienne I: But she had another longsword hidden in her bedroll. She sat on the bed and 
took it out. Gold glimmered yellow in the candlelight and rubies smoldered red. When she slid 
Oathkeeper from the ornate scabbard, Brienne's breath caught in her throat. Black and red the 
ripples ran, deep within the steel. Valyrian steel, spell-forged. It was a sword fit for a hero. 
AFFC, The Drowned Man: "And what have we grasped, Nuncle? The north? What is that, but 
leagues and leagues of leagues and leagues, far from the sound of the sea? We have taken 
Moat Cailin, Deepwood Motte, Torrhen's Square, even Winterfell. What do we have to show for 
it?" She beckoned, and her Black Wind men pushed forward, chests of oak and iron on their 
shoulders. "I give you the wealth of the Stony Shore," Asha said as the first was upended. An 
avalanche of pebbles clattered forth, cascading down the steps; pebbles grey and black and 
white, worn smooth by the sea. "I give you the riches of Deepwood," she said, as the second 
chest was opened. Pinecones came pouring out, to roll and bounce down into the crowd. "And 
last, the gold of Winterfell." From the third chest came yellow turnips, round and hard and big as 
a man's head. They landed amidst the pebbles and the pinecones. Asha stabbed one with her 
dirk. 



AFFC, Arya II: "Burnt and blackened corpses were oft found in shafts where the rocks were 
cracked or full of holes. Yet still the mines drove deeper. Slaves perished by the score, but their 
masters did not care. Red gold and yellow gold and silver were reckoned to be more precious 
than the lives of slaves, for slaves were cheap in the old Freehold. During war, the Valyrians took 
them by the thousands. In times of peace they bred them, though only the worst were sent down 
to die in the red darkness." 
AFFC, Sam III: He looked out the window once more, hoping against hope to see the singer 
hurrying home. Darkness was falling across the secret city, creeping through the alleys and down 
the canals. The good folk of Braavos would soon be shuttering their windows and sliding bars 
across their doors. Night belonged to the bravos and the courtesans. Dareon's new friends, Sam 
thought bitterly. They were all the singer could talk about of late. He was trying to write a song 
about one courtesan, a woman called the Moonshadow who had heard him singing beside the 
Moon Pool and rewarded him with a kiss. "You should have asked her for silver," Sam had said. 
"It's coin we need, not kisses." But the singer only smiled. "Some kisses are worth more 
than yellow gold, Slayer." 
AFFC, Sam IV: "Quhuru Mo says the grey men will be having these books still," Xhondo told him, 
"only they will be buying them from Quhuru Mo. The maesters give good silver for books they are 
not having, and sometimes red and yellow gold." 
AFFC, Sam V: The candle was unpleasantly bright. There was something queer about it. The 
flame did not flicker, even when Archmaester Marwyn closed the door so hard that papers blew 
off a nearby table. The light did something strange to colors too. Whites were bright as fresh-
fallen snow, yellow shone like gold, reds turned to flame, but the shadows were so black they 
looked like holes in the world. Sam found himself staring. The candle itself was three feet tall and 
slender as a sword, ridged and twisted, glittering black.  
ADWD, Tyrion I:  Illyrio smiled through his forked yellow beard. Oiled every morning to make it 
gleam like gold, Tyrion suspected. 
ADWD, Tyrion IV: There were four cabins on the Shy Maid. Yandry and Ysilla shared one, Griff 
and Young Griff another. Septa Lemore had a cabin to herself, as did Haldon. The Halfmaester's 
cabin was the largest of the four. One wall was lined with bookshelves and bins stacked with old 
scrolls and parchments; another held racks of ointments, herbs, and potions. Golden light 
slanted through the wavy yellow glass of the round window. The furnishings included a bunk, a 
writing desk, a chair, a stool, and the Halfmaester's cyvasse table, strewn with carved wooden 
pieces. 
ADWD, Dany IV: "Not by intent, no, but Qarth is a city of merchants, and they love the clink of 
silver coins, the gleam of yellow gold. When you smashed the slave trade, the blow was felt 
from Westeros to Asshai. Qarth depends upon its slaves. So too Tolos, New Ghis, Lys, Tyrosh, 
Volantis … the list is long, my queen." 
ADWD, The Windblown: Foremost amongst them was the Yellow Whale, an obscenely fat man 
who always wore yellow silk tokars with golden fringes. Too heavy even to stand unassisted, he 
could not hold his water, so he always smelled of piss, a stench so sharp that even heavy 
perfumes could not conceal it. But he was said to be the richest man in Yunkai, and he had a 
passion for grotesques; his slaves included a boy with the legs and hooves of a goat, a bearded 
woman, a two-headed monster from Mantarys, and a hermaphrodite who warmed his bed at 
night. "Cock and cunny both," Dick Straw told them. "The Whale used to own a giant too, liked to 
watch him fuck his slave girls. Then he died. I hear the Whale'd give a sack o' gold for a new 
one." 

 Yellow silk turns the world to gold 

 Leviathan symbolism 

 Collection of slaves a collection of some LB symbolism: satyr (lover of wine and women 
and dancing), bearded woman (woman who has manly features; Nissa Nissa/AA fused?), 
two-headed monster (see Tyrion dream- Mantarys caught in magical mutation zone from 
Doom of Valyria, z stop on the demon road), hermaphrodite (AAR also NNR), formerly a 
giant (weirwood symbolism) 

ADWD, The Watcher: "Does that trouble you, ser?" asked the Lady Nym. She wore a gown 
of yellow silk so sheer and fine that the candles shone right through it to reveal the 
spun gold and jewels beneath. So immodest was her garb that the white knight seemed 



uncomfortable looking at her, but Hotah approved. Nymeria was least dangerous when nearly 
naked. Elsewise she was sure to have a dozen blades concealed about her person.  
ADWD, Dany VII: When her feet were clean, Hizdahr dried them with a soft towel, laced her 

sandals on again, and helped her stand. Hand in hand, they followed the Green Grace inside the 

temple, where the air was thick with incense and the gods of Ghis stood cloaked in shadows in 

their alcoves. 

Four hours later, they emerged again as man and wife, bound together wrist and ankle with 
chains of yellow gold. 
ADWD, The Spurned Suitor: The Tattered Prince himself was seated at the table, nursing a cup 
of wine. In the yellow candlelight his silver-grey hair seemed almost golden, though the pouches 
underneath his eyes were etched as large as saddlebags.  
TMK: Lord Joffrey Caswell was a weedy youth of twenty, though admittedly he looked rather 
more impressive in his armor than he had last night when he'd been face down in a puddle of 
wine. A yellow centaur was painted on his shield, pulling on a longbow. The same centaur 
adorned the white silk trappings of his horse, and gleamed atop his helm in yellow gold. 
TWOIAF, The Westerlands: Legend tells us the first Casterly lord was a huntsman, Corlos son of 
Caster, who lived in a village near to where Lannisport stands today. When a lion began preying 
upon the village's sheep, Corlos tracked it back to its den, a cave in the base of the Rock. Armed 
only with a spear, he slew the lion and his mate but spared her newborn cubs—an act of mercy 
that so pleased the old gods (for this was long before the Seven came to Westeros) that they 
sent a sudden shaft of sunlight deep into the cave, and there in the stony walls, Corlos beheld 
the gleam of yellow gold, a vein as thick as a man's waist. 
TWOIAF, The Reach, Garth Greenhand: Rown Gold-Tree, who was so bereft when her lover 
left her for a rich rival that she wrapped an apple in her golden hair, planted it upon a hill, and 
grew a tree whose bark and leaves and fruit were gleaming yellow gold, and to whose 
daughters the Rowans of Goldengrove trace their roots. 
TPATQ: Under the cover of darkness they made their way out a postern gate to where a 
fisherman’s skiff awaited to take them to Dragonstone. They brought with them a stolen crown: a 
band of yellow gold ornamented with seven gems of different colors.  
 

Gold(en) Sun 
AGOT, Sansa I: "Leave her alone," Joffrey said. He stood over her, beautiful in blue wool and 
black leather, his golden curls shining in the sun like a crown. He gave her his hand, drew her to 
her feet.  
AGOT, Bran III: There were shadows all around them. One shadow was dark as ash, with the 
terrible face of a hound. Another was armored like the sun, golden and beautiful. Over them 
both loomed a giant in armor made of stone, but when he opened his visor, there was nothing 
inside but darkness and thick black blood. 
AGOT, Ned VI: He opened to the section on House Lannister once more, and turned the pages 
slowly, hoping against hope that something would leap out at him. The Lannisters were an old 
family, tracing their descent back to Lann the Clever, a trickster from the Age of Heroes who was 
no doubt as legendary as Bran the Builder, though far more beloved of singers and taletellers. In 
the songs, Lann was the fellow who winkled the Casterlys out of Casterly Rock with no weapon 
but his wits, and stole gold from the sun to brighten his curly hair. Ned wished he were here 
now, to winkle the truth out of this damnable book. 
AGOT, Cat VII: The eastern sky was rose and gold as the sun broke over the Vale of Arryn. 
Catelyn Stark watched the light spread, her hands resting on the delicate carved stone of the 
balustrade outside her window.  
AGOT, Dany IX: "I would see him now, Ser Jorah." 

After the dimness of the tent, the world outside was blinding bright. The sun burned like 
molten gold, and the land was seared and empty. Her handmaids waited with fruit and wine and 
water, and Jhogo moved close to help Ser Jorah support her. Aggo and Rakharo stood behind.  
ACOK, Tyrion III: "Plate and scale, I think. The scales gilded bright as the sun, the plate 
enameled a deep Lannister crimson. I would suggest a demon's head for a helm, crowned with 
tall golden horns. When you ride into battle, men will shrink away in fear." 



ACOK, Tyrion III: "He fathered eight, to the best of my knowing," Varys said as he wrestled with 
the saddle. "Their mothers were copper and honey, chestnut and butter, yet the babes were all 
black as ravens . . . and as ill-omened, it would seem. So when Joffrey, Myrcella, and Tommen 
slid out between your sister's thighs, each as golden as the sun, the truth was not hard to 
glimpse." 
ACOK, Jon IV: Clambering atop the piled rocks, Jon gazed off toward the setting sun. He could 
see the light shimmering like hammered gold off the surface of the Milkwater as it curved away 
to the south. 
ACOK, Davos II: Every man of the party was of better birth and higher station than Davos 
Seaworth, and the great lords glittered in the morning sun. Silvered steel and gold inlay 
brightened their armor, and their warhelms were crested in a riot of silken plumes, feathers, and 
cunningly wrought heraldic beasts with gemstone eyes.  
ACOK, Davos III: Between the flashing oars of Sceptre and Faithful, Davos saw a thin line of 
galleys drawn across the river, the sun glinting off the gold paint that marked their hulls.  
ASOS, Dany I: Viserion's scales were the color of fresh cream, his horns, wing bones, and spinal 
crest a dark gold that flashed bright as metal in the sun. 
ASOS, Arya VIII: When Arya saw the shape of a great hill looming in the distance, golden in the 
afternoon sun, she knew it at once. They had come all the way back to High Heart. 
ASOS, Sansa IV: She threw back the shutters and shivered as gooseprickles rose along her 
arms. There were clouds massing in the eastern sky, pierced by shafts of sunlight. They look like 
two huge castles afloat in the morning sky. Sansa could see their walls of tumbled stone, their 
mighty keeps and barbicans. Wispy banners swirled from atop their towers and reached for the 
fast-fading stars. The sun was coming up behind them, and she watched them go from black to 
grey to a thousand shades of rose and gold and crimson. Soon the wind mushed them together, 
and there was only one castle where there had been two. 
AFFC, The Captain of the Guards: The shadows of the afternoon were long and dark and 
the sun was as red and swollen as the prince's joints before they glimpsed the towers of 
Sunspear to the east. First the slender Spear Tower, a hundred-and-a-half feet tall and crowned 
with a spear of gilded steel that added another thirty feet to its height; then the mighty Tower of 
the Sun, with its dome of gold and leaded glass; last the dun-colored Sandship, looking like 
some monstrous dromond that had washed ashore and turned to stone. 
AFFC, Cersei I: Jaime hugged her, his good hand pressing against the small of her back. He 
smelled of ash, but the morning sun was in his hair, giving it a golden glow. She wanted to draw 
his face to hers for a kiss. Later, she told herself, later he will come to me, for comfort. 
AFFC, The Soiled Knight: His hand drifted down to brush lightly over the hilt on the longsword 
that hung half-hidden amongst the folds of his layered linen robes, the outer with its turquoise 
stripes and rows of golden suns, and the lighter orange one beneath.  
AFFC, The Queenmaker: Arianne Martell arrived with Drey and Sylva just as the sun was going 
down, with the west a tapestry of gold and purple and the clouds all glowing crimson. The ruins 
seemed aglow as well; the fallen columns glimmered pinkly, red shadows crept across the 
cracked stone floors, and the sands themselves turned from gold to orange to purple as the light 
faded. Garin had arrived a few hours earlier, and the knight called Darkstar the day before. 
AFFC, Alayne I: Maiden's was the easternmost of the Eyrie's seven slender towers, so she had 
the Vale before her, its forests and rivers and fields all hazy in the morning light. The way 
the sun was hitting the mountains made them look like solid gold. 
AFFC, Brienne VI: The tide was going out now, and swiftly. The water that separated the island 
from the shore was receding, leaving behind a broad expanse of glistening brown mudflats 
dotted by tidal pools that glittered like golden coins in the afternoon sun. Brienne scratched the 
back of her neck, where an insect had bitten her. She had pinned her hair up, and the sun had 
warmed her skin. 
AFFC, Alayne II: Alayne gave the mule his head. The steepness of this part of the descent made 
her cling tightly to her saddle. The steps here had been worn smooth by the iron-shod hooves of 
all the mules who'd passed this way, until they resembled a series of shallow stone bowls. Water 
filled the bottoms of the bowls, glimmering golden in the afternoon sun. It is water now, Alayne 
thought, but come dark, all of it will turn to ice.  



AFFC, Brienne VIII: She was dressed in silk brocade, a quartered gown of blue and red 
decorated with golden suns and silver crescent moons. On another girl it might have been a 
pretty gown, but not on her.  
ADWD, Tyrion V: The ruin was sad enough, but knowing what it had been made it even sadder. 
There was laughter here once, Tyrion thought. There were gardens bright with flowers and 
fountains sparkling golden in the sun. These steps once rang to the sound of lovers' footsteps, 
and beneath that broken dome marriages beyond count were sealed with a kiss.  
ADWD,The Lost Lord: They found the Golden Company beside the river as the sun was 
lowering in the west. It was a camp that even Arthur Dayne might have approved of—compact, 
orderly, defensible. 
ADWD, The Lost Lord: The sun was reddening the western sky and painting scarlet shadows on 
the golden skulls atop their spears when they took their leave of the captain-general's tent. 
Franklyn Flowers offered to take the prince around the camp and introduce him to some of what 
he called the lads. Griff gave his consent. "But remember, so far as the company is concerned, 
he must remain Young Griff until we cross the narrow sea. In Westeros we'll wash his hair and let 
him don his armor." 
ADWD, The Lost Lord: Alone in the tent, as the gold and scarlet rays of the setting sun shone 
through the open flap, Jon Connington shrugged off his wolfskin cloak, slipped his mail shirt off 
over his head, settled on a camp stool, and peeled the glove from his right hand. The nail on his 
middle finger had turned as black as jet, he saw, and the grey had crept up almost to the first 
knuckle. The tip of his ring finger had begun to darken too, and when he touched it with the point 
of his dagger, he felt nothing. 
ADWD, Bran III: "In a sense. Those you call the children of the forest have eyes as golden as 
the sun, but once in a great while one is born amongst them with eyes as red as blood, or green 
as the moss on a tree in the heart of the forest. By these signs do the gods mark those they have 
chosen to receive the gift. The chosen ones are not robust, and their quick years upon the earth 
are few, for every song must have its balance. But once inside the wood they linger long indeed. 
A thousand eyes, a hundred skins, wisdom deep as the roots of ancient trees. Greenseers." 
ADWD, Tyrion IX: The painted wooden armor clattered as Pretty trotted across the deck. Tyrion's 
armpits were prickly with perspiration, and a bead of sweat was trickling down his scar beneath 
the oversized, ill-fitting helm, yet for one absurd moment he felt almost like Jaime, riding out onto 
a tourney field with lance in hand, his golden armor flashing in the sun. 
ADWD, Dany VII: But when the sun rose upon her wedding day so did Daario Naharis, donning 
his clothes and buckling on his sword belt with its gleaming golden wantons. 
ADWD, Dany VII: Side by side the queen's procession and Hizdahr zo Loraq's made their slow 
way across Meereen, until finally the Temple of the Graces loomed up before them, 
its golden domes flashing in the sun.  
ADWD, Cersei II: "No harm will come to me today," Cersei said when the day's first light brushed 
her window. "Only my pride will suffer." The words rang hollow in her ears. Jaime may yet come. 
She pictured him riding through the morning mists, his golden armor bright in the light of the 
rising sun.  
ADWD, Cersei II: The elder of the two silent sisters took up the shears. A practiced barber, no 
doubt; her order often cleaned the corpses of the noble slain before returning them to their kin, 
and trimming beards and cutting hair was part of that. The woman bared the queen's head first. 
Cersei sat as still as a stone statue as the shears clicked. Drifts of golden hair fell to the floor. 
She had not been allowed to tend it properly penned up in this cell, but even unwashed and 
tangled it shone where the sun touched it. My crown, the queen thought. They took the other 
crown away from me, and now they are stealing this one as well. When her locks and curls were 
piled up around her feet, one of the novices soaped her head and the silent sister scraped away 
the stubble with a razor. 
ADWD, Dany X: She still clung to the hope that someone would come after her. Ser Barristan 
might come seeking her; he was the first of her Queensguard, sworn to defend her life with his 
own. And her bloodriders were no strangers to the Dothraki sea, and their lives were bound to 
her own. Her husband, the noble Hizdahr zo Loraq, might dispatch searchers. And Daario … 
Dany pictured him riding toward her through the tall grass, smiling, his golden tooth gleaming 
with the last light of the setting sun. 



The Sworn Sword: "We're not." Dunk gave his mount his heels and splashed down into the 
stream. Egg followed on the mule. The water rose as high as Thunder's belly before it began to 
fall again. They emerged dripping on the Widow's side. Ahead, the ditch ran straight as a spear, 
shining green and golden in the sun. 
The Sworn Sword: A few green trees still stood where the west way crossed the Chequy Water. 
Their trunks were charred and blackened on one side. Just beyond, the water glimmered darkly. 
Blue and green, Dunk thought, but all the gold is gone. The smoke had veiled the sun. 
The Mystery Knight: The sun was low in the west by the time they saw the lake, its waters 
glimmering red and gold, bright as a sheet of beaten copper.  
TPATQ: The boy, the queen, and her ladies were marched at spearpoint through the gates of 

Dragonstone to the castle ward. There they found themselves face-to-face with a dead man and 

a dying dragon. 

Sunfyre’s scales still shone like beaten gold in the sunlight, but as he sprawled across the fused 
black Valyrian stone of the yard, it was plain to see that he was a broken thing, he who had been 
the most magnificent dragon ever to fly the skies of Westeros. The wing all but torn from his body 
by Meleys jutted from his body at an awkward angle, whilst fresh scars along his back still 
smoked and bled when he moved. Sunfyre was coiled in a ball when the queen and her party 
first beheld him. As he stirred and raised his head, huge wounds were visible along his neck, 
where another dragon had torn chunks from his flesh. On his belly were places where scabs had 
replaced scales, and where his right eye should have been was only an empty hole, crusted with 
black blood. 
 

Sun yellow 
AGOT, Bran III: And then there was movement beside the bed, and something landed lightly on 
his legs. He felt nothing. A pair of yellow eyes looked into his own, shining like the sun. The 
window was open and it was cold in the room, but the warmth that came off the wolf enfolded 
him like a hot bath. His pup, Bran realized … or was it? He was so big now. He reached out to 
pet him, his hand trembling like a leaf. 
ACOK, Cat III: As he neared, she saw that Stannis wore a crown of red gold with points 
fashioned in the shape of flames. His belt was studded with garnets and yellow topaz, and a 
great square-cut ruby was set in the hilt of the sword he wore. Otherwise his dress was plain: 
studded leather jerkin over quilted doublet, worn boots, breeches of brown roughspun. The 
device on his sun-yellow banner showed a red heart surrounded by a blaze of orange fire. The 
crowned stag was there, yes . . . shrunken and enclosed within the heart. 
ASOS, Dany II: The copper disks sewn to their cloaks of yellow silk glittered like so many suns, 
but their tunics were embroidered linen, and below the waist they wore sandals and pleated linen 
skirts. Bareheaded, each man had teased and oiled and twisted his stiff red-black hair into some 
fantastic shape, horns and wings and blades and even grasping hands, so they looked like some 
troupe of demons escaped from the seventh hell. The naked boy watched them for a bit, along 
with Dany, but soon enough they were gone, and he went back to his ants, and a knuckle up his 
nose. 
ASOS, Dany V: The envoys from Yunkai arrived as the sun was going down; fifty men on 
magnificent black horses and one on a great white camel. Their helms were twice as tall as their 
heads, so as not to crush the bizarre twists and towers and shapes of their oiled hair beneath. 
They dyed their linen skirts and tunics a deep yellow, and sewed copper disks to their cloaks. 
AFFC, The Capt of the Guards: Whilst the maester helped Doran Martell to bathe and bandaged 
up his swollen joints in linen wraps soaked with soothing lotions, the captain donned a shirt of 
copper scales as befit his rank, and a billowing cloak of dun-and-yellow sandsilk to keep 
the sun off the copper.  
AFFC, Brienne II: The arms of Tarth were quartered rose and azure, and bore a yellow sun and 
crescent moon. 
TWOW, Alayne I: The sun was slanting through the thick yellow windows, and dust motes 
danced in the light like tiny golden insects.  
The Hedge Knight: The shadows of the afternoon were growing long when Dunk reined up on 
the edge of broad Ashford Meadow. Three score pavilions had already risen on the grassy field. 
Some were small, some large; some square, some round; some of sailcloth, some of linen, some 



of silk; but all were brightly colored, with long banners streaming from their center poles, brighter 
than a field of wildflowers with rich reds and sunny yellows, countless shades of green and 
blue, deep blacks and greys and purples. 
TPATQ: A thousand shrieks and shouts echoed across the city, mingling with the dragon’s roar. 
Atop the Hill of Rhaenys, the Dragonpit wore a crown of yellow fire, burning so bright it seemed 
as if the sun was rising. Even the queen trembled as she watched, the tears glistening on her 
cheeks. Many of the queen’s companions on the rooftop fled, fearing that the fires would soon 
engulf the entire city, even the Red Keep atop Aegon’s High Hill. Others took themselves to the 
castle sept to pray for deliverance. Rhaenyra herself wrapped her arms about her last living son, 
Aegon the Younger, clutching him fiercely to her bosom. Nor would she loose her hold upon him 
… until that dread moment when Syrax fell. 
 

Yellow Fire/Flame 
ACOK, Jon I: The air smelled of paper and dust and years. Before him, tall wooden shelves rose 

up into dimness, crammed with leatherbound books and bins of ancient scrolls. A 

faint yellow glow filtered through the stacks from some hidden lamp. Jon blew out the taper he 

carried, preferring not to risk an open flame amidst so much old dry paper. Instead he followed 

the light, wending his way down the narrow aisles beneath barrel-vaulted ceilings. All in black, he 

was a shadow among shadows, dark of hair, long of face, grey of eye. Black moleskin gloves 

covered his hands; the right because it was burned, the left because a man felt half a fool 

wearing only one glove. 

Samwell Tarly sat hunched over a table in a niche carved into the stone of the wall. The glow 
came from the lamp hung over his head. He looked up at the sound of Jon's steps. 
ACOK, Davos I: "The Lady Melisandre tells us that sometimes R'hllor permits his faithful servants 
to glimpse the future in flames. It seemed to me as I watched the fire this morning that I was 
looking at a dozen beautiful dancers, maidens garbed in yellow silk spinning and swirling before 
a great king. I think it was a true vision, ser. A glimpse of the glory that awaits His Grace after we 
take King's Landing and the throne that is his by rights." 
ACOK, Sansa IV: But it was the pale yellow banners that worried the city. Long ragged tails 
streamed behind them like flickering flames, and in place of a lord's sigil they bore the device of 
a god: the burning heart of the Lord of Light. 
ACOK, Davos III: It was Swordfish, her two banks of oars lifting and falling. She had never 
brought down her sails, and some burning pitch had caught in her rigging. The flames spread as 
Davos watched, creeping out over ropes and sails until she trailed a head of yellow flame. Her 
ungainly iron ram, fashioned after the likeness of the fish from which she took her name, parted 
the surface of the river before her. Directly ahead, drifting toward her and swinging around to 
present a tempting plump target, was one of the Lannister hulks, floating low in the water. Slow 
green blood was leaking out between her boards. 
ASOS, Dany III: Dany sprung from the bed and threw open the door. Pale yellow lantern light 
flooded the cabin, and Irri and Jhiqui sat up sleepily. "Khaleesi?" murmured Jhiqui, rubbing her 
eyes. Viserion woke and opened his jaws, and a puff of flame brightened even the darkest 
corners.  
ASOS, Jon VIII: "Must be cold down there," said Noye. "What say we warm them up, lads?" A 
dozen jars of lamp oil had been lined up on the precipice. Pyp ran down the line with a torch, 
setting them alight. Owen the Oaf followed, shoving them over the edge one by one. Tongues of 
pale yellow fire swirled around the jars as they plunged downward. When the last was gone, 
Grenn kicked loose the chocks on a barrel of pitch and sent it rumbling and rolling over the edge 
as well. The sounds below changed to shouts and screams, sweet music to their ears. 
ASOS, Sam IV: "They're all bright as flowers." Gilly pointed. "I like those yellow ones, with 
the fire. Look, and some of the fighters have the same thing on their blouses." 
ASOS, Tyrion XI: Waddling to the door, he listened a moment, then eased it open slowly. A lamp 
burned in a stone niche, casting wan yellow light over the empty hallway. Only the flame was 
moving. Tyrion slid out, holding the crossbow down against his leg. 
ADWD, Jon III: The red woman's robes of deep-dyed scarlet swirled about her, and her coppery 
hair made a halo round her face. Tall yellow flames danced from her fingertips like claws.  



ADWD, Dany II: When Rhaegal roared, a gout of yellow flame turned darkness into day for half 
a heartbeat.  
TWOW, Barristan I: Far across the city, where the shadowed steps of Meereen's Great Pyramid 
shouldered eight hundred feet into a starless sky, a fire had awoken where once the harpy 
stood. A yellow spark at the apex of the pyramid, it glimmered and was gone again, and for half 
a heartbeat Ser Barristan was afraid the wind had blown it out. Then it returned, brighter, fiercer, 
the flames swirling, now yellow, now red, now orange, reaching up, clawing at the dark. 
TPATQ: Princess Rhaenys made no attempt to flee. With a glad cry and a crack of her whip, she 
turned Meleys toward the foe. Against Vhagar alone she might have had some chance, for the 
Red Queen was old and cunning, and no stranger to battle. Against Vhagar and Sunfyre 
together, doom was certain. The dragons met violently a thousand feet above the field of battle, 
as balls of fire burst and blossomed, so bright that men swore later that the sky was full of suns. 
The crimson jaws of Meleys closed round Sunfyre’s golden neck for a moment, till Vhagar fell 
upon them from above. All three beasts went spinning toward the ground. They struck so hard 
that stones fell from the battlements of Rook’s Rest half a league away. 
TPATQ: A thousand shrieks and shouts echoed across the city, mingling with the dragon’s roar. 
Atop the Hill of Rhaenys, the Dragonpit wore a crown of yellow fire, burning so bright it seemed 
as if the sun was rising. Even the queen trembled as she watched, the tears glistening on her 
cheeks. 

 

Gold(en) Fire/Flame 
ACOK, Cat IV: "In a moment, Lady Catelyn," Renly replied. Brienne fit backplate to breastplate 
over his quilted tunic. The king's armor was a deep green, the green of leaves in a summer 
wood, so dark it drank the candlelight. Gold highlights gleamed from inlay and fastenings like 
distant fires in that wood, winking every time he moved.  
ACOK, Sansa VII: "It was Lord Renly! Lord Renly in his green armor, with the fires shimmering 
off his golden antlers! Lord Renly with his tall spear in his hand! They say he killed Ser Guyard 
Morrigen himself in single combat, and a dozen other great knights as well. It was Renly, it was 
Renly, it was Renly! Oh! the banners, darling Sansa! Oh! to be a knight!" 
ASOS, Dany I: All three dragons turned their heads at the sound of that word, and Viserion let 
loose with a blast of pale gold flame that made Ser Jorah take a hasty step backward. Dany 
giggled. "Be careful with that word, ser, or they're like to singe your beard off. It means 
'dragonfire' in High Valyrian. I wanted to choose a command that no one was like to utter by 
chance." 
ASOS, Davos II:  "King Renly's shade was seen as well," the captain said, "slaying right and left 
as he led the lion lord's van. It's said his green armor took a ghostly glow from the wildfire, and 
his antlers ran with golden flames." 
ASOS, Dany III: I ought to have a banner sewn, she thought as she led her tattered band up 
along Astapor's meandering river. She closed her eyes to imagine how it would look: all flowing 
black silk, and on it the red three-headed dragon of Targaryen, breathing golden flames.  
ASOS, Tyrion IV: A bundle of oilcloth lay on the table between them, and Lord Tywin had a 
longsword in his hand. "A wedding gift for Joffrey," he told Tyrion. The light streaming through the 
diamond-shaped panes of glass made the blade shimmer black and red as Lord Tywin turned it 
to inspect the edge, while the pommel and crossguard flamed gold. "With this fool's jabber of 
Stannis and his magic sword, it seemed to me that we had best give Joffrey something 
extraordinary as well. A king should bear a kingly weapon." 
ADWD, Dany II: Viserion's claws scrabbled against the stones, and the huge chains rattled as he 
tried to make his way to her again. When he could not, he gave a roar, twisted his head back as 
far as he was able, and spat golden flame at the wall behind him.  
ADWD, Dany VIII: Viserion hissed again. Smoke rose between his teeth, and deep down in his 
throat they could see gold fire churning. 
ADWD, The Dragontamer: The dragon knew his name. His head turned, and his gaze lingered 
on the Dornish prince for three long heartbeats. Pale fires burned behind the shining black 
daggers of his teeth. His eyes were lakes of molten gold, and smoke rose from his nostrils. 
The Hedge Knight: Aerion bore a three-headed dragon on his shield, but it was rendered in 
colors much more vivid than Valarr's; one head was orange, one yellow, one red, and 



the flames they breathed had the sheen of gold leaf. His surcoat was a swirl of smoke and fire 
woven together, and his blackened helm was surmounted by a crest of red enamel flames. 
The Hedge Knight: He tried not to see the sharp iron point at the end of Aerion's black lance, 
growing larger with every stride. The dragon, look at the dragon, he thought. The great three-
headed beast covered the prince's shield, red wings and gold fire. 
TPATQ: The would-be dragonslayers easily drove off the cordon of guards who had been left to 
feed, serve, and protect the dragon, but Sunfyre himself proved more formidable than expected. 
Dragons are awkward creatures on the ground, and his torn wing left the great golden wyrm 
unable to take to the air. The attackers expected to find the beast near death. Instead they found 
him sleeping, but the clash of swords and thunder of horses soon roused him, and the first spear 
to strike him provoked him to fury. Slimy with mud, twisting amongst the bones of countless 
sheep, Sunfyre writhed and coiled like a serpent, his tail lashing, sending blasts 
of golden flame at his attackers as he struggled to fly. Thrice he rose, and thrice fell back to 
earth. Mooton’s men swarmed him with swords and spears and axes, dealing him many grievous 
wounds … yet each blow only seemed to enrage him further. The number of the dead reached 
three score before the survivors fled. 
TPATQ: They met amidst the darkness that comes before the dawn, shadows in the sky lighting 

the night with their fires. Moondancer eluded Sunfyre’s flames, eluded his jaws, darted beneath 

his grasping claws, then came around and raked the larger dragon from above, opening a long 

smoking wound down his back and tearing at his injured wing. Watchers below said that Sunfyre 

lurched drunkenly in the air, fighting to stay aloft, whilst Moondancer turned and came back at 

him, spitting fire. Sunfyre answered with a furnace blast of golden flame so bright it lit the yard 

below like a second sun, a blast that took Moondancer full in the eyes. Like as not, the young 

dragon was blinded in that instant, yet still she flew on, slamming into Sunfyre in a tangle of 

wings and claws. As they fell, Moondancer struck at Sunfyre’s neck repeatedly, tearing out 

mouthfuls of flesh, whilst the elder dragon sank his claws into her underbelly. Robed in fire and 

smoke, blind and bleeding, Moondancer’s wings beat desperately as she tried to break away, but 

all her efforts did was slow their fall. 

The watchers in the yard scrambled for safety as the dragons slammed into the hard stone, still 
fighting. On the ground, Moondancer’s quickness proved of little use against Sunfyre’s size and 
weight. The green dragon soon lay still. The golden dragon screamed his victory and tried to rise 
again, only to collapse back to the ground with hot blood pouring from his wounds. 

 

 


